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Abstract 
 

 

Household debts in Sweden have been rising over the last 2 decades. Household debts 

include both mortgage and consumer loans of households. The Central Bank of Sweden, also 

known as the Riksbank, measures the household indebtedness situation in Sweden by the 

household debt to disposable income ratio. With data collected, household indebtedness as a 

ratio to disposable income has shown increasing trends, where it has doubled in percentage 

over the last ten years. Rising household debt is an issue that needs immediate attention as it 

can lead to detrimental effects in the macroeconomic development and financial stability in 

the economy. A model which includes the household debt to income ratio alongside other 

independent variables such as income and wealth is created. The dependent variable 

household consumption will be regressed against the independent variables. This paper seeks 

to find the relation between household debts and household consumption in the Swedish 

economy, with the data available.  
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1) Introduction  
Household debt refers to the loans that households take from banks, including both mortgage 

and consumer loans. Swedish household debts relative to disposable income has been rising 

over the years and is higher than previous studies have shown (Winstrand and Ölcer 2014, 1). 

This situation is attributed to a couple of factors such as easy lending by banks, a tax system 

that allows tax deductions for interest payments and a poor housing market (Flodén 2014, 1). 

Other factors that may have played a part in rising household debts, include low interest rates 

and deregulation of the Swedish financial market (Panić 2010, 4).   

 

It is crucial to address the issue of rising household debts because of the risk it brings to 

macroeconomic development and financial stability (Alsterlind et al. 2014, 1). It has been 

observed that highly indebted households have the tendency to reduce their spending more 

than their less-indebted peers, in times of financial stress (Hunt 2015,1). Hence, in this paper, 

I will be analyzing the impact of the Swedish household debts on Swedish household 

consumption.  

 

There are several ways to measure household indebtedness. Household debt expressed 

relative to disposable income is one of the possible measures. Other measures include debt 

expressed relative to assets excluding pensions or debt relative to real assets. These other two 

measures are also known as the loan-to-value ratio measurement (Monetary Policy Report 

2013, 45). In Sweden, the Riksbank has collected data that contributes to measuring debt in 

relation to income over the past two decades. It has been justified by Cecilia Skingsley, the 

Deputy Governor of the Riksbank in a 2014 speech that the debt ratio, in relation to 

disposable income is often used as an illustrative measure of risk. This is because, most 

households pay their borrowing costs using their current incomes rather than their assets 

(Skingsley 2014, 2).   

 

Rising household debt to disposable income ratio illustrates how large a part of their income, 

households need to use to be able to service their loans. When debts or the interest that 

households pay on their debts increase, disposable income of households decrease 

simultaneously (Monetary Policy Report 2013, 43). Therefore, when defining the Swedish 

household debts in this paper, I will be using available data provided by the Riksbank, where 

household debt is expressed as a percentage of disposable income.  
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The purpose of this research paper is to empirically study the effects of household debts on 

consumption in the Swedish economy. A simple regression model is created, where 

consumption is identified as the dependent variable and the ratio of household debt to 

disposable income as one of the independent variables, alongside other independent variables 

that might play a part in affecting consumption.  

 

The thesis will begin with the motivation of study in section 2, followed by literature review 

in section 3 and background in section. Section 5 will be theory, while section 6 describes the 

model created and its variables and section 7 discusses the data collected. Econometric 

Method adopted will be in section 8, results analysis presented in section 9 and ending off 

with conclusion in section 10.   
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2) Motivation of Study  
Rising household debts in Sweden has led to the growing ratio of household debt to 

disposable income. According to OECD data, Sweden holds 173% of household debt to 

disposable income in 2014, being fourth highest within the European Union. This is an urgent 

issue that Sweden needs to tackle. Mentioned by the head of Swedish Central bank, Mr 

Stefan Ingves, in a radio interview in 2014, the percentage of household debt to disposable 

income in Sweden must not rise above 180%. This would otherwise be termed debt 

dominance, where it is imperative for the economic policy of Sweden to fully concentrate on 

the debt problem and will be unable to deal with other economic problems (Swedish Central 

Bank, 2014).  

 

Furthermore, high household indebtedness brings more vulnerability to the household sector 

in the economy. Shocks to the economy therefore can easily impact household incomes, 

interest expenditures and the value of their houses. Therefore, it affects household 

consumption and savings patterns (Emanuelsson, Melander and Molin 2015, 2). As a result, 

this suggests that the problem of rising household debts in Sweden is worrying and 

immediate attention and action is required to prevent it from rising further.  

 

Moreover, high and rapidly rising debts are risky as households become more sensitive to any 

shocks in their incomes or balance sheets (Hunt 2015, 1). As debt grew in the United States 

in 2011, household confidence began to fall and it took months for it to recover (U.S. 

Department of the Treasury 2013, 2). Household consumption contribute to 40% on average 

to the Swedish Gross Domestic Product (GDP) over the last 2 decades. This paper seeks to 

find the relation of household debts to household consumption and how large its coefficient 

is.  

 

Lastly, there are many lessons with regards to rising household debts and its consequences 

that we can learn from. For example, lessons from the United States of America, where the 

popping of a housing bubble happened that led to a crashing of the U.S. real estate market. It 

has proven that high levels of household debts can have devastating effects on the private 

economy (Panić 2010, 4). During the global financial crisis, it has been made clear of a 

pattern where the larger an economy’s indebtedness level, the larger the effect on it 

(Emanuelsson, Melander and Molin 2015, 7). Sweden is also able to learn lessons from 
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Denmark and United Kingdom, over the financial crisis. Negative effects on consumption 

identified over the crisis can be largely attributed to the fall in consumption of highly 

indebted households. Households with higher debt ratios, for example above 300 per cent, 

were seen to have reduced their consumption more than other households, in the period of 

crisis (Emanuelsson, Melander and Molin 2015, 17).  
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3) Literature Review  
The issue of rising household debts is definitely not only seen in Sweden, nor the European 

Union. Rather, this has been an issue that many nations across the globe has experienced. 

Household debts, both in absolute and relative to income terms, have been increasing 

substantially over the last two decades in a number of developed nations (Debelle 2004, 51).  

Therefore, there is a wide range of papers analyzing rising household debts in nations such as 

the United States of America, Japan, United Kingdom and also New Zealand. However, there 

is very limited studies that specifically analyze Swedish household debt to income ratio on 

consumption. Most papers which analyze household debts on consumption are mostly in the 

United States of America.  

 

Turk (2015) wrote a paper that examined the interactions between housing prices and 

household debt. He found that household borrowing impacts housing prices in the short run 

but in the long run, it was the price of housing that plays the main driver of the secular trend 

in household debt in Sweden. In fact, it has been observed that Sweden experiences a double 

digit house price gain (Turk 2015, 4). A boom-bust cycle happened in Sweden, alongside 

other Nordic nations during the late 1980s and into 1990s because of financial liberalization 

(Englund 2015, 11). This resulted in the housing prices of Sweden been largely paralleled to 

the rising trend in global prices (Sørensen 2013, 32). Through Turk’s paper, we can conclude 

that higher housing prices is associated with larger household debt in the long-run.  

 

In this paper, I would like to examine the impact of household debts on consumption in 

Sweden. Through the life cycle model, it is argued that household debt is not a long run 

driver of consumption (Turk 2015, 18). This suggests that household debt might not affect 

consumption in the long run. With the limited available data, I would like to explore this 

relationship with the consumption model in my paper.  

 

There are other variables that can affect consumption in the long run and hence ought to be 

added into the model in this paper. Aron et al. (2008) analyzed the contrasting consumption 

patterns of households in the United Kingdom, Japan and the United States of America. In 

this paper, Aron and other authors argued that in past literature, the financial accelerator was 

often neglected. They challenge that it is important to capture the credit channel features as 

the financial accelerator into the consumption model. Similarly, my thesis revolves around 
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the consumption patterns of household, but in the Swedish economy and hence, several 

insights from Aron et al’s paper were drawn.  

 

Aron et al. (2008) found an increase in the average consumption-to-income ratio in United 

Kingdom and the United States when mortgage down-payment constraints were relaxed and 

when the collateral role of housing wealth was enhanced by financial innovations (i.e. home 

equity loans). Furthermore, it was also found that there are negative interest rates effects on 

consumption in United Kingdom and the United States but Japan, however, had positive 

effects. This shows that there are important differences in the transmission of monetary and 

credit shocks across nations, in this place, Japan, United Kingdom and the United States. 

 

Sweden, alongside other Nordic nations, has financial liberalization in her economy. Through 

Aron et al’s paper, they have successfully highlighted the importance not to leave out 

financial accelerators in the consumption model, as with the liberalization, little changes in 

the financial market can lead to repercussions in the economy. Therefore, in Aron et al’s 

paper, in the model described, it has independent variables such as housing wealth and the 

household credit channel considered. They believe that these two variables have effects on 

the consumption function. To build on, there are two parts to the household credit channel 

mentioned. The first channel concerns the mortgage down-payment constraint, while the 

second channel involves housing collateral. Another variable added in Aron et al’s paper is 

the demographic factor, which the authors believe that it plays a part because of the 

comparison across nations.  

 

The paper constructed a consumption function that is log formulated as it is more convenient 

for this function to work with the exponentially trending macro data, since the residuals have 

the possibility to be homoscedastic (Aron et al 2008, 9). With the influence of Aron and the 

other authors, the model in my paper will also model after theirs, where a log formulated 

consumption function will be used. This is because, I will be only using macro data in this 

paper, due to the limited data published publicly. However, although it would be good to 

include the credit channels to make the model more convincing, as data and my knowledge to 

do so is limited, I would not model after the variables in Aron et al’s paper.  

 

Instead, this other paper offered some insights, with regards to the motivation of other 

variables to be included in my paper.  It is titled “Debt overhang and deleveraging in the US 
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household sector: gauging the impact on consumption” by Albuguergue and Krustev. Its 

primary interest is in studying the role of debt on consumption growth, where fixed effects 

regressions were run with data from 51 states across the United States of America. The model 

of Albuguergue and Krustev include analyzing the impact of year-over-year percentage point 

changes for debt to income and loan to value ratio, alongside year-on-year percentage 

changes for real income and household wealth on year-on-year percentage changes for real 

consumption expenditure. The variables, interest rates and unemployment rates are included 

as controls in their regression model. Through the inspiration of the model from Albuguergue 

and Krustev, I have designed a main model for this paper, considering the data available for 

Sweden and also with my knowledge capacity, to find out the relation of household debts on 

consumption in Sweden.  
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4) Background  
a) Household Debt in Sweden 
From years 2000-2010, the household debts in Sweden rose by by an average of almost 10% 

each year (The Financial Stability Council in Sweden 2015). Over the past 20 years, from 

1995 to 2014, an increasing trend of household debt to income ratio is observed in figure 2.1 

below. Furthermore, the percentage of total household debts of net disposable income in 

Sweden has doubled, from 89% to 173%, also seen in figure 2.1 below (OECD 2014). 

Mortgages are monitored to take up roughly 90 percent of the household debts among 

Swedish households (Finansinspektionen 2012, 4).  

 

Figure 2.1: Sweden’s total household debt as % of net disposable income (Years 1995-2014)  

 
 

In addition, within the European Union, Sweden is considered the nation with one of the 

highest percentage of total household debt of net disposable income. As seen in figure 2.2 

below, Sweden, with 173% of household debts of net disposable income is ranked fourth 

among the nations of the European Union and after Denmark which leads at 300% (OECD 

2014).  
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Figure 2.2: Sweden’s total household debt as % of net disposable income (2014) 

  
 

At moderate levels, debts can promote growth and improve welfare. This is because the 

essential idea of loaning is linked to the capacity to consume. The public essentially loans in 

order to consume. Where debt levels and interest rates are low, this means that household 

borrowing rates are lower (Maggio, Kermani and Ramcharan, 2014). Therefore, households 

may not be very affected by the debt levels since interest rates are low. They can choose to 

continue consuming at their same rate or sometimes even more as they would not mind 

borrowing from the banks to service their consumption. Hence, the amount of money 

households loan from banks are directly used for their consumption, thus boosting the 

economy’s household consumption.  However, at high levels, debts can damage the growth 

of an economy (Cecchetti, Mohanty and Zampolli 2011, 1). It is arguable that at high levels 

of debt but at low interest rates, households might choose to continue to consume at their 

same rate which will only lead to increasing debt levels. This will increase the fragility of 

household balance sheets, as mentioned by the Governor of the Reserve Bank of Australia 

(Durden, 2017).  There also lies the possibility that at some point in time, when households 

finally realized how high their debts have accumulated to, they will then seek to sharply 

reduce their consumption, thereby hurting the economy and employment. Looking at the 

rising household debt situation in Sweden, it is predicted that household debts will continue 

to rise, estimated by the Central Bank to reach 178% in 2016 (Riksbank, 2014).  
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It is arguably not absolute that at high levels of household debt that consumption will not 

increase but it is highly likely and logical for households to cut back on consumption at those 

high levels of debt.  

 

Lessons learnt from the United States of America has shown that rising household debts can 

have detrimental effects on the private economy (Panić 2010, 5). In the case of Sweden, the 

currently low interest rates which contributes to rising household debt puts Swedish 

households at high risk. This is because when interest rates return to normal levels, these 

households would be left with financial troubles and the possibility of private bankruptcies 

(Panić 2010, 10).  

 

Furthermore, in a speech by the Deputy Governor Martin Flodén in 2014, he addressed the 

risks faced by the Swedish economy in the issue of rising household debts. Households with 

large debts and large assets are especially vulnerable to negative economic shocks, where 

their reaction to these shocks would lead to a reduction in consumption and hence a fall in 

growth and employment (Flodén 2014, 2). Furthermore, with the long periods of low interest 

rates and rising housing prices, households have the tendency to underestimate the risk of 

rapid changes in the economy. This is the exact situation that Sweden is facing and the 

danger lies where such tendencies among households will intensify (Emanuelsson, Melander 

and Johan Molin 2015, 2).  

 
Indeed, at very high levels of debt and when the economy is hit by negative economic 

shocks, consumption will sharply decrease in response to the negative shocks (Rostom, 

2015). In fact, Kukk (2014) has done a research and found that household indebtedness has 

suppressed consumption over the economic downturn in 2008-2009. However, though it is 

difficult to qualify the direct relationship of consumption and household debt, it is not 

possible to rule out the fact that highly indebted households will eventually sharply reduce 

consumption, despite negative shocks. The Governor of the Reserve Bank of Australia argues 

that at some point in time, highly indebted households will come to recognize and decide that 

they have borrowed too much or understanding the financial distress they may face and 

danger they are in and therefore reduce their consumption (Durden, 2017). Therefore, debt 

itself can have impacts on consumption directly or indirectly as a response to negative 

shocks, when they happen. 
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b) Consumption in Sweden  
The total consumption in an economy, is defined by both household and government 

consumption. Sweden’s total consumption is recorded to be 72.6% of total Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP), as of 2015 (World Bank 2016). Since the 1980s, the consumption function 

has always contributed 70% of the GDP on average to the Swedish economy’s growth. Of 

72.6%, household consumption contributes 46.2% while government consumption 

contributes 26.4% to Swedish GDP (World Bank 2016).  

 

Figure 2.3: GDP Composition of Sweden  

 

GDP Composition of Sweden 

Household 

Consumption 

Government 

Consumption 

Investment Net Exports 

46% 26% 24% 4% 

 

This paper focuses on household consumption and how rising household debts affect 

household consumption. As seen in figure 3, household consumption contributes largely to 

the GDP of the Swedish economy. It is the largest contributing component to the Swedish 

GDP, accounting for 46% of overall GDP figures. With household consumption contributing 

to nearly half of the Swedish GDP, it reflects that it plays an important role in the economic 

growth in Sweden. This suggests that a fall in household consumption can potentially reduce 

the growth of the Swedish economy, ceteris paribus.  

 

This paper hypothesizes that rising household debts may lead to a fall in household 

consumption. If this is true, the fall in consumption will also lead to a dip in GDP figures of 

Sweden. As GDP reflects the economic performance of a nation, it is important for a nation 

to monitor the growth of GDP and thus, rising household debts is a crucial problem that the 

Swedish government needs to look into and rectify.  

 

Therefore, it seeks to find out the relation between household debts and consumption in 

Sweden, by running a simple OLS regression model. From the parameter of the variable, 

household debts, it is then possible to conclude whether rising household debts are potential 

threats to household consumption and the GDP growth of the Swedish economy.  
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5) Theory  
a) Consumption Theory  
The main concept of this paper revolves around the consumption function. Hence, it is 

necessary to understand the consumption function and its role in the Swedish economy. I will 

later introduce some of the theories required to form the consumption model which will be 

used to measure the impact of household debts on consumption.  

 

Consumption is one of the components of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), where GDP = 

C+I+G+(X-M), which is used to measure the economic performance of a nation. In most 

nations, the consumption component is usually the largest component of all components that 

contribute to the GDP function. Total consumption in the economy consists of two main 

types of consumption, namely household final consumption expenditure and general 

government final consumption expenditure. According to the World Bank, “Household final 

consumption expenditure, also previously known as private consumption is the market value 

of all goods and services, including durable goods, purchased by households.” On the other 

hand, the general government final consumption expenditure is the summation of all 

government current expenditures for the purchases of goods and services, such as national 

defense and security (World Bank 2016).  

 

Consumption is defined as the spending by the household sector on durable, non-durable 

goods and services. In most nations, consumer expenditure makes up about half of the total 

final expenditure on goods and services in the economy. Similarly, in Sweden, household 

consumption contributes 45% which is nearly half, to the growth of the economy. Therefore, 

consumption has a heavy weightage in the aggregate economy, suggesting that it is crucial to 

look into the factors that change consumption.  

 

Two theories that are highly linked to explaining and deriving the consumption function 

include the Life Cycle Hypothesis introduced by Franco Modigliani and the Permanent 

Income Hypothesis established by Milton Friedman (Aron et al. 2008, 11). Both of these 

theories submit that consumption is a function of expected income, or rather the value of 

resources in a lifetime, and not on current income. Hence, this paper uses these two basic 

theories to form the consumption function.  
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Franco Modigliani introduced the Life Cycle Hypothesis model which suggests that the 

consumption decisions made by individuals are based on the resources in their present life 

stages and the resources available over their lifetimes. The Life Cycle Hypothesis model 

suggests that the average propensity to consume is larger among the young and aging 

individuals as they are borrowing against future income (young individuals) and using 

savings (aging individuals). Middle aged people thus have a greater propensity to save and a 

lower propensity to consume. It is also assumed that the income patterns of individuals are 

reasonable and predictable. Young individuals who just stepped into workforce are expected 

to earn relatively low salaries as they are rather inexperienced. At middle age, the 

productivity and income earned of most individuals peak but later dip as individual approach 

retirement. The Life Cycle Hypothesis model therefore reiterates that the income of 

individuals throughout their lives, rises from youth to middle age and fall to low levels in old 

age.  

 

Figure 3.1: Income and Consumption Functions of Individuals Over Lifetimes  

  
Seen in figure 3.1 is the Life Cycle Hypothesis, featuring both the consumption and income 

functions in the diagram. Firstly, the consumption function is identified to be a gradual 

increasing line as one ages. This suggests that one often increases consumption gradually 

over their different stages of life. The income function, on the other hand, has somewhat 

similar to an inverted U shape, where income peaks in the prime working age of individuals. 

Income will gradually increase as an individual increase his/her working experiences over the 

years, till their prime working age. After that, the individual gradually moves into retirement 

and is assumed to have a declining income in the later years. In the early and later stages in 
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life, where the income earned is less than what an individual consumes, are areas of dissaving 

as shown in the diagram. For the aged individuals, the area of dissaving is very much 

debatable, as recent research has found that the aged do not dissave as much as the hypothesis 

predicts. This means that the elderly does not reduce their wealth as quickly as how the 

hypothesis predicts, due to the presence of precautionary savings and leaving bequests. The 

area of saving is then shown during the working ages, where income is more than 

consumption, where individuals during that stage of life have a higher propensity of saving 

than consuming.  

 

In addition, the Life Cycle Hypothesis (LCH) also introduced consumption smoothing, where 

individuals use their abilities to borrow and save in order to smooth their consumptions.  

They begin borrowing in their early stages of life, for example, taking on university loans 

while at school, then repaying the loans when they start earning and also save up in their 

middle ages for retirement.   

 

With the assumption that individuals will choose to maintain stable lifestyles, their 

consumption levels will be kept almost the same in every period. This is also the very reason 

why households will take on debts and that is to smooth their incomes over different periods 

in their lives, so that they can consume at the same levels in every period.  

 

The other theory is the Permanent Income Hypothesis (PIH), proposed by Milton Friedman. 

This theory argues that both income and consumption are split into two parts, namely 

permanent and transitionary. This is one feature of the PIH that makes it different from the 

LCH. The permanent income is defined as the long term earnings of individual (i.e. wages), 

retirement pensions and the income derived from capital assets (i.e. interest and dividends). 

Transitionary income, on the other hand, refers to temporary income received by the 

individual (ie. Lottery windfalls, inheritances, overtime pay, etc).  

 

It further states that the expected income of individuals in the future years, termed as 

permanent income, is the driver of the changes in consumption patterns of individuals, rather 

than their current incomes. It also promotes consumption smoothing, through the idea that 

individuals spread their consumptions over their lifetimes and hence the consumption of an 

individual at a point in time is driven by both his current income and his expected income in 

the future years. Therefore, based on the Permanent Income Hypothesis, temporary negative 
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shocks that affect income, might not lead to a decrease in consumption. The ability to 

consume is determined by the average income that individuals expect to earn in any time 

period and not the income that they earn at any one moment. It is the average expected 

income, also known as the permanent income, that truly defines the resources individuals 

have available for consumption.  

 

Both of these theories suggest that current consumptions of households are affected by the 

resources available over their lifetimes which include wealth and expected future incomes. 

Therefore, by being in big debts suggests that there will be less resources available in the 

long-run as households repay their debts, until the debts are fully paid for.  These two 

theories are very much related. However, one noticeable difference is the income function 

between the two. The Life Cycle Hypothesis emphasizes that income generally follows a 

regular pattern over an individual’s lifetime, while the Permanent Income Hypothesis 

emphasizes that individual generally experience random and temporary changes in their 

incomes yearly.  

 

The consumption dependent variable can be argued to be affected by the independent 

variable, unemployment. In the instance that unemployment surfaces in the middle ages of 

several individuals, the income levels of these unemployed individuals will greatly decrease. 

The consumption levels of individuals will also decrease in order to match the sudden loss of 

income. However, in the case where consumption levels do not decrease much, following the 

unforeseen unemployment, such as mandatory expenses to sustain the survival of families, 

such individuals may resort to borrowing from banks in order to continue consuming at a 

level similar to before. Hence, there is a possibility that debt rises in the event of sudden 

unemployment. Long term unemployment would definitely lead to a decrease in consumption 

levels as the individual has no income for a prolonged period of time. Therefore, I would like 

to add the unemployment rate as a variable in the empirical model of this paper, to test if it 

has a relationship associated with consumption in the Swedish economy.  

 

b) Interest Rate  
It is important to incorporate credit fluctuations into the consumption model, where the 

crucial components of the financial accelerators are reflected (Aron et al. 2008, 3). 

Additionally, in a 2015 working paper written by Albuguergue and Krustev, it was mentioned 
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that the connection between debt and consumption can be explained by changes in credit 

constraints and the attitudes of households towards leverage. Therefore, I will consider the 

interest rates of the Swedish Central Bank (Riksbank) in the consumption model of this 

paper.  

 

The core of monetary policy in Sweden is to use interest rates to control inflation (Riksbank 

2011). The Swedish monetary policy pledges to controlling inflation by maintaining price 

stability at the 2% level. In order to ensure the inflation target of 2%, the central bank of 

Sweden (Riksbank) is capable of adjusting its interest rates any time. Since 1994, the interest 

rate policy in Sweden is also known as the repo rate policy. The repo rate is the interest rate 

at which banks can borrow or deposit funds at the Riksbank, seven days long (Riksbank 

2015). The deposit rate refers to the interest rates banks receive when they deposit their funds 

at the Riskbank overnight, while the lending rate is the rate these banks pay to borrow 

overnight funds from the Riskbank. The deposit rate is usually 0.75% points lower than the 

repo rate while the lending rate is 0.75% higher than the repo rate.   

 

Both deposit and lending rates of banks are therefore affected by the repo rate. The repo rate 

affects interest rates of banks which then affect operations in the credit and interest rate 

channels. The credit channel describes how the monetary policy affects demand in banks and 

other financial institutions. When interest rates rise, banks will decide to decrease their 

lending which makes it harder for households to borrow money. The interest rate channel 

affects demand for goods and services. Higher interest rates will usually lead to a reduction in 

household consumption, for the following reasons.  

 

Firstly, higher interest rates encourage savings, it is now more attractive for households to 

save than consume, thus delaying consumption and reducing current consumption. Secondly, 

consumption falls because existing loans now cost more in terms of interest payments, when 

interest rates rise. Lastly, higher interest rates would mean that the prices of financial and real 

assets such as property will decrease in present value of future returns. This suggests that 

wealth of households have become smaller, households are less willing to consume 

(Riksbank 2015).  In this paper, I will be using quarterly lending rates retrieved off Riksbank 

to represent interest rates.  
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c) Household Debt  
Since this paper is motivated to study empirically the relationship between household debt 

and consumption, then household debt is considered an independent variable in the model. 

Therefore, I attempt to first study theoretically the general relationship between household 

debt and consumption, based on research papers done for other nations.  

 

Household debts can be separated into two forms, one, debt stock and the other, the flow of 

debts. Both forms of debts have different effects on consumption (Albuguergue and Krustev 

2015, 5). Firstly, debt and consumption can have a positive relationship, where household 

indebtedness is driven by future expectations of higher incomes, leading to a rise in 

consumption and debt. This argument refers to the flow of debt, assessing the impact of 

changes in debt on consumption growth. On the other hand, where debt stock is discussed, 

the effect of the accumulation of debt has a negative effect on consumption. High debt 

accumulations therefore constrain households in consuming more. This shows that the effect 

of consumption by changes in debt relies on future expectations for income, while by debt 

levels depend on how much the accumulation of debt is.  

 

Debt happens when individuals lack the income to sustain their consumption levels and 

hence, resorting to borrowing from banks and the result in debt accumulation. In the lifecycle 

of average individuals, they may begin borrowing during their university years, between ages 

18 to 22 (with respect to figure 3.1), in order to pay for education fees at the university. As 

many individuals might not have sufficient savings to sustain large university expenses, the 

only way is to borrow from banks. Upon graduation, individuals begin searching for jobs and 

use their incomes to pay off the debts and interests incurred while in university.  

 

Another form of debt that is highly incurred is during the working age (with respect to figure 

3.1), where many individuals choose to start their families and settle down. A huge sum of 

money would be needed to purchase houses and many households would hence seek the bank 

to finance this huge payment.  

 

With the soaring prices of houses here in Sweden, this will contribute largely to the debt 

accumulation among Swedes. Home ownership rate in Sweden ranges about 69.3% and 

61.3% of the population live in owner occupied dwellings with outstanding loans or 
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mortgages (Eurostat 2015). According to the local SE website, mortgages account for 95% of 

the total debt among Swedes and borrowers currently hold a mortgage debt 3.7 times higher 

than their annual income. The Riskbank did a study in 2014 which concluded that most 

Swedes would not live to pay off their debts.  

 

The amortization policy introduced in 2013 states that Swedish homeowners never repay the 

full amounts they borrowed and many only repaid the interest of the sum borrowed. It was a 

very poor decision made which was later scraped in 2015, after Finansinspektionen, the 

financial supervisory authority of Sweden, acknowledged that mortgage repayment is 

necessary to prevent a housing bubble in Sweden to burst (thelocalse 2015).   

 

Weak financial regulations in borrowing and repaying, alongside low borrowing rates largely 

encouraged Swedes to borrow without repaying. Accumulation of debts among the Swedes 

are not a pressing concern to their households. With the previous amortization policy, the 

consumption among Swedish households are not affected by the rising accumulation of debts. 

However, with the change in policy, where it is mandatory to repay their mortgage debts, the 

huge accumulation of debts with interest rates are now immediate concerns among 

households in Sweden. In order to pay off their mortgage debts, both current and future 

consumption levels need to reduce in order to have sufficient money to repay these debts, 

holding household income levels constant.  
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6) The Model and its Variables  
As this paper analyzes the effects of household debts on household consumption in the 

Swedish economy, a consumption model, as described below is formed with several variables 

that have effects on household debts and consumption. This section hence explains the 

variables chosen and included in the simple model.  

 

Firstly, as mentioned in the literature review section, a consumption function that is log 

formulated, inspired by the paper written by Aron and other authors will be the model of my 

paper. With the macro data that I will be using to run my regression model, it is justified by 

Aron and the other authors that a log formulated consumption function is preferred. This can 

prevent the residuals from the issue of homoscedasticity. 

 

Secondly, the model will be measured in first differences, partly modelling after Aron et al’s 

paper as well. The approach of using first differences can address the problem of time 

invariant omitted variables. Furthermore, assuming that the error term follows a stochastic 

process, the first difference estimator is more efficient as Det is serially uncorrelated.  

 

Shown here is the model and its variables of my paper:  

 

D ln Ct =  a + b1 D ln Debtt + b2 D ln Incomet + b3 D ln Wealtht  

+ b4  D Interest ratet + b5 D Unemployment ratet + gdt + et 

 

where ln C refers to growth of total final household consumption, ln debt is the growth of 

household debt-to-income ratio, ln income represents growth of real net disposable income 

and ln wealth refers to growth of household real and financial wealth (% of disposable 

income).  

 

a is the constant of this equation and b refers to the respective coefficients of the independent 

variables, while g represents the coefficients of dummy variables. The subscript t denotes the 

time dimension, which is in quarters. In addition, dt, which represents a vector of time 

dummies is added. This is to control for the seasonal variation in data. More will be discussed 

in the later section, data description and econometric method.   
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In this paper, I will be analyzing how the growth rates of some independent variables, interest 

rates and unemployment rates affect the growth rates of consumption. By analyzing the 

changes can we then observe the relationship between the dependent and independent 

variables, in this case, particularly household consumption and household debts. 

 

6.1 Changes in ln Debt  
This paper seeks to analyze the effects of the growth rate of household debts on growth rate 

of consumption. Therefore, household debts ought to be one of the independent variables that 

is included in the model. Considering that most households repay their debts from their 

current incomes, debt as a proportion of disposable income would be a good measure of 

household indebtedness (Winstrand and Ölcer 2014, 3). Therefore, to empirically measure 

the household debt in this consumption equation, I will be using the debt/net disposable 

income ratio to quantify household debt. A larger ratio of household debts to net disposable 

income would suggest a rising household debt with net disposable income kept constant.  

 

As mentioned in the motivation and theoretical section, this paper hopes to find out the extent 

of change in growth of total household consumption when there is a 1% change in growth of 

household debt to net disposable income ratio. The extent of change, will be denoted by b1 

which is the parameter that defines the relationship between changes in growth of household 

debts and growth of consumption. It is possible for an either negative or positive value for  b1 

depending on the different scenarios. Consider the first scenario, where households are 

already high in debt and if debt continues to rise, there might be a decrease in consumption. 

Households are trying to repay their huge existing debts, which might lead to a case where 

they are borrowing to repay their debts. Hence, in order to repay the high existing debts, they 

have to reduce their consumptions (Albuquerque and Krustev 2015, 5).  

 

However, in another scenario where the debts of households are initially at low levels, 

consumption might not be affected despite the rising household debts. This is because, the 

essential meaning of borrowing is to consume. As seen in the early stages of life in the Life 

Cycle Hypothesis model, individuals borrow in order to consume, for example, borrowing to 

fund university. Therefore, at low initial levels of household debts, despite the increase in 

borrowing, consumption levels will not be affected.  
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Using the rising ratios of household debts to net disposable income measured on a yearly 

basis, would suggest that debts are accumulated yearly. The change in debt would be 

positive, due to the rising debt levels. I would assume that it is very unlikely for households 

to pay off their accumulated debt in a year. Therefore, I would hypothesize that b1 would be 

negative in this model.  

 

6.2 Changes in ln Income 
In order to have the capacity to consume, households need to be earning income. Therefore, 

net disposable income is one of the variables that can directly affect consumption levels and 

hence is added into the consumption model above. Net disposable income of households is 

the income after taxes, where households can choose to spend on consumption or save it.  

 

I would hypothesize a positive relationship between growth of income and growth of 

household consumption. When the growth rates of household disposable income increases, 

this suggests that households have higher purchasing power than before, hence they would 

consume more. Growth rates of household consumption would increase. Therefore, I 

hypothesize b2 to be positive in this model. 

 

6.3 Changes in ln Wealth  
Using the life cycle hypothesis theory, it argues that consumption is affected by the resources 

that the household has currently and the future resources available for the household, over a 

lifetime. As such, wealth is added as a variable, will represent the resources that the 

household has over a lifetime.  

 

Moreover, wealth in the form of assets can contribute to aiding a household’s capacity to 

consume. For example, a house is considered an investment into one’s real assets. It can be 

sold for cash that can be spent in consumption. The parameter b3 defines the extent of change 

in consumption growth when there is a 1% change in the growth of wealth. I hypothesize that 

b3 would be of a positive value where, a 1% rise in wealth is associated with an increase in 

consumption level. The extent of increment in consumption levels would be empirically 

found and analyzed in the results section of this paper.  
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6.4 Changes in Interest Rate  
Rising household debts coupled with very low interest rates might not affect consumption of 

households, because it will not be a pressing need for households to repay their debts at 

periods of low interest rates. An ease in lending has made the aggregate debt to income ratio 

rise further in the recent quarters of 2015 (The Financial Stability Council in Sweden 2015). 

Also, large part of the loans of highly indebted Swedish households are at variable interest 

rates. Increases in interest rates can affect households’ scope for consumption (Riksbank 

2015). This suggests that interest rates can affect household debts and therefore consumption 

levels. 

 

Furthermore, Swedish commercial banks having good access to market funding at low 

interest rates have greatly increased their lending capacity (The Financial Stability Council in 

Sweden 2015). This also accentuates that interest rates play a role in affecting household 

debts and consumption, and hence is added into the model as a variable. It is possible for the 

central bank to reduce interest rates in order to boost household consumption as lower 

interest rates can lead to higher household consumption levels (Christensen 2012, 3). In this 

paper, I hope to empirically calculate the extent of change in consumption growth when there 

is a one unit change in interest rates. As such, b4 will denote the extent of change and I 

hypothesize that b4 might be of a negative value, which suggests an inverse relationship with 

consumption.  

 

6.5 Changes in the Unemployment Rate  
Unemployment rate refers to the percentage of people in the labor force, who are of working 

age, available for work and have taken specific steps to look for jobs, but still remain jobless. 

It is calculated by taking the number of unemployed people divided by the labor force in the 

economy. According to Eurostat’s definition, these individuals must have been looking for a 

job during the past four weeks and were ready to begin working immediately or within two 

weeks.  

 

Theoretically speaking, a high unemployment rate in the economy is unable to boost a 

nation’s household consumption. This is because, being unemployed suggests a dip in the 

income earned among households. The negative income shock prevents households from 

consuming at the level that they previously used to. b5 is the parameter that suggests the 
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relationship between one unit change in unemployment rate and changes in household 

consumption growth. I hypothesize that an increase in one unit of unemployment rate is 

associated with a decrease in consumption growth.  

 

7) Data  
a) Data Collection  
The following are data that has been found on Statistics Sweden (SCB), Organization for 

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), World Bank and Riksbank’s websites. 

Data provided by the Riksbank and Statistics Sweden is mostly measured quarterly. They are 

compiled over years 1980-2015. Data sources for some variables are available from 1980, 

while data sources for unemployment rate begins in 1983 and interest rates in 1994 Quarter 2.  

 

Data retrieved represents Sweden as a nation. Household debt as a percentage of disposable 

income will be used to represent the household debt data in Sweden. When household debts 

are scaled relative to disposable income, it can be used as a comparison across time and 

nations (Debelle 2004, 53).  

 

Table 5.1: Data Measurements and Sources 
 
Variables  
 

     
    Measurement 

 
Source  

Total Final Household 
Consumption  
 

Quarterly   
(SEK, Million)  

SCB   

Real Net Household 
Disposable Income 
 

Quarterly 
(SEK, Million)  

SCB 

Household Debt 
(% of Disposable Income) 
 

    Quarterly  SCB 

Household Real &  
Financial Wealth   
(% of Disposable Income) 

    Quarterly  SCB & Riksbank 

Lending Interest Rates (%)     Quarterly  Riskbank  

Unemployment Rate (%) 
 

    Quarterly EuroStat  
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b) Data Description  
With data collected from the respective sources, I have presented the growth rates of each 

variable in graphs as shown below. The data of these four variables are measured quarterly. 

This section gives a clearer picture of the growth rates of variables through the years, it also 

allows for comparison among them.  

 

Figure 7b.1 (Clockwise) 

Growth rates of consumption, disposable income, household debt and wealth.  

 
Note: 

g_cons is the growth rate for total final household consumption  

g_NDI is the growth rate for real net disposable income  

g_wealth is the growth rate for household real and financial wealth (% of disposable income)  

g_PHddebt is the growth rate for household debt (% of disposable income)  
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As seen from the figure above, growth rates of consumption and disposable income have 

similar patterns. Their variations in growth are rapid, thus the lines shown on the graphs are 

very closely joint. Overall, the growth rate of consumption is seen to have larger variations in 

early years and variations decrease towards the later years. On the other hand, growth rate of 

real net disposable income is seen to have increasing variations, from 1980 to 2015, with a 

slight decrease between 1990 to 1995.  

 

The growth of household debt and wealth do not have lines as closely knitted as the previous 

two variables. Fluctuations for the growth rates of household debt and wealth are clearer to 

observe, with greater fluctuations seen in the latter.  
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8) Econometric Method  
This paper will be an empirical study, where a simple regression model will be run using 

Stata, feeding the data into the model and analyzing the effects of respective parameters on 

household consumption in Sweden.  

 

As most of the data collected are measured quarterly, I will therefore be running the quarterly 

data into STATA and analyze them on their effects in quarters instead of years.  

I will be running the growth rates of all independent variables on the growth rate of the 

dependent variable.  

 

In other words, the data collected from the various sources mentioned above, will be 

regressed using an OLS regression model. The growth rate of total final household 

consumption will be regressed against growth rates of the following variables, household 

debt as a percentage to disposable income, real net household disposable income and 

household real and financial wealth as a percentage of disposable income. 

 

As for the variables interest rates and unemployment rates, I will run them as independent 

variables alongside the others. However, due to limited quarterly data in these two variables 

found on Riksbank and Eurostat respectively, I will also run the regression without these two 

variables. This can allow for comparison, of two regression models, one with the independent 

variables, interest rates and unemployment rates and the other without.  

 

Having two models in this paper is mainly because of the lack of data in two independent 

variables (i.e. unemployment and interest rates). I would like to observe what the differences 

in results are (i.e. the coefficients of the independent variables) in both models. The purpose 

of doing so is (i.e taking unemployment as a control in the latter model) basically because it 

isn’t the variable that I am particularly interested in, but still acknowledging that it has 

relation with the dependent variable (i.e. consumption). As acknowledged in the theoretical 

section, consumption is affected when someone becomes unemployed.  

 

Another important thing to note in this regression model is that debt has the potential of being 

endogenous. There is an endogeneity problem in this model as the explanatory variable (i.e 

debt) can be correlated with the error term. However, in this paper, though acknowledging 
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the presence of endogeneity of the explanatory variable, debt, I will not do endogeneity tests 

due to my limited capacity. This will then be a limitation and an area of improvement of this 

paper.  

 

Based on the data description above, the rapid fluctuations seen in the growth rates of 

consumption and disposable income are controlled with the inclusion of time dummy 

variables. They will account for seasonal variations through the quarterly data, namely the 

seasons, spring, summer, autumn and winter. A time dummy variable for each quarter is 

added, referred to as dt. The fourth quarter, winter will be labelled zero. Therefore, d1 will be 

known as the time dummy variable for spring, d2 as the time dummy variable for summer 

and d3 the time dummy variable for autumn. 

 

The hypothesis for this thesis are,  

H0: Rising household debts do not affect household consumption in Sweden.  

H1: Rising household debts affect household consumption in Sweden. 
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9) Results Analysis  
a) Overall Regression Results  
Table 9.1 Overall Regression Results (with all independent variables) 
 
Dependent Variable: ln Consumption  
 
Independent  
Variables  
 

 
Coefficients  
 

 
Standard Errors  

 
P-value  

 
Ln Household Debt ( b1 ) 
(% of Disposable Income)   
 

 
-0.1610 

 
0.1137 

 
0.161 

Ln Real Net Disposable Income 
( b2 ) 
 

0.1512 0.0404 0.000 

Ln Household Real & Financial 
Wealth ( b3 ) 
(% of Disposable Income) 
 

0.1800 0.0683 0.010 

Interest Rates ( b4 ) 
 

-0.0002 0.0007 0.749 

Unemployment Rates ( b5 ) 
 

-0.0011 0.0012 0.332 

Constant ( a )  
 
Time dummy Spring d1 
 
Time dummy Summer d2 
 
Time dummy Autumn d3 

0.0765 
 
-0.1256 
 
-0.0396 
 
-0.0682 

0.0100 
 
0.0041 
 
0.0074 
 
0.0069 

0.000 
 
0.000 
 
0.000 
 
0.000 

 
Observations  
R-squared   
F-statistics: F(8, 73)   
Prob > F  
 

 
82 
0.9504 
174.81 
0.0000 

  

Note: The variables in this regression model are measured in first differences. The 
coefficients of variables which are statistically significant in this model are bolded.  
 

Displayed in table 9.1 above are the overall regression results, where the relation of every 

independent variable to the dependent variable is marked with a coefficient. They are 

significant at the 5 percent level and rounded off to 4 decimal places. The intercept for the 

regression line is the constant, a of value 0.0765.  
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A total of 82 observations are recorded when all independent variables are regressed against 

the dependent variables. The R-squared value is a statistical measure that determines the 

closeness of data to the fitted regression line. In the overall regression results, it is generated 

as 0.9504. This means that 95% of the dependent variable can be explained by the 

independent variables, suggesting that it is a very good-fit of data in the model. However, this 

could be critiqued by few observations collected.  

 

The F-test is used to check the null hypothesis, where all the coefficients of the independent 

variables are equal to zero. Given that F(8,73) = 174.81 and Prob > F = 0.0000, this suggests 

that all the independent variables do predict a statistically significant dependent variable. 

Displayed in the table above also contain the standard errors of each variable. It is an estimate 

of the coefficient’s standard deviation. 

 

The growth of household debt to income ratio is of negatively related to the growth of 

household consumption. This is represented by the coefficient value of -0.1610. A 1% 

increase in the growth rate of household debt to income ratio is associated with a 0.16% 

decrease in the growth of household consumption, ceteris paribus. As predicted in the earlier 

sections of the paper, b1is predicted to have a negative value. It is thus reaffirmed by the 

regression results. When household debts rise, Swedish households will cut back on their 

consumption. This shows that rising household debts have a negative impact on household 

consumption in the Swedish economy.  A 0.16% decrease in household consumption growth 

on every 1% increase in growth of household debt to income ratio depicts a relatively weak 

relationship as growth rates usually vary around 1-2%. However, when we look at the p-

value of household debt to income ratio, it says 0.161, which is more than 0.05. 

Unfortunately, this suggests that the variable household debt to income ratio is statistically 

insignificant in this model at the 95% confidence level. Therefore, we fail to reject the null 

hypothesis.  

 

On the other hand, the growth of real net disposable income variable is found to be 

statistically significant at the 95% confidence interval. It is positively related to the growth of 

household consumption, with coefficient 0.1512. This means that a 1% increase in growth of 

real net disposable income would bring 0.15% rise in growth of household consumption, 

ceteris paribus.  
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Similarly, growth of household real and financial wealth as a percentage of disposable 

income is positively related to the growth of household consumption. b3 is 0.1800, which 

means that every 1% rise in growth of wealth, household consumption grows positively by 

0.18%, ceteris paribus. This means that the wealthier Swedish households are in terms of real 

and financial wealth, the more they are willing to consume. However, at the 95% confidence 

level, this variable is found to be statistically insignificant as its p-value is greater than 0.05. 

On the contrary, if the confidence level was relaxed to 90%, household wealth is a 

statistically significant variable.  

 

Independent variables interest rates and unemployment rates have less impact on 

consumption. The coefficients of both these variables are -0.0002 and -0.0011, respectively. 

They are both negatively related to the growth of household consumption. The interpretation 

of the coefficient of interest rates says that every unit increase in interest rates is associated 

with a fall in growth of household consumption by 0.02%, ceteris paribus. The impact of 

changes in interest rate is almost negligible on the growth rate of household consumption in 

the Swedish economy. Moreover, taking ceteris paribus, a unit increase in unemployment 

rates is associated with 0.11% fall in growth of Swedish household consumption. Similarly, 

the impact of changes in unemployment rate is small on the growth rate of household 

consumption. However, both variables are found statistically insignificant in this model, as 

both p-values are larger than 0.05. 

 

Looking at the p-value of all variables, two variables have their p value significant at 95% 

confidence interval. They are ln real net disposable income and the time dummy variables for 

each season. This suggests that only these two variables are found statistically significant in 

this model.  

 

Time dummy variables for spring, summer and autumn are all found to be statistically 

significant at the 95% confidence level. This means that in Spring, on average, the growth of 

household consumption is 12% lower than in Summer, while the growth rate of household 

consumption in Summer is 4% lower than in Autumn. On average, growth rate of household 

consumption is 6.8% lower than in Winter.  
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b) Regression Results (without interest and unemployment rates) 
There is limited data collected for both the interest rates and unemployment rates variables. 

Therefore, when running the regression with these two independent variables, the number of 

observations is reduced. Additionally, based on results obtained as shown in table 9.1, both in 

interest rates and unemployment rates variables have relatively negligible impact on the 

growth rates of consumption. Hence, for comparison, I have run the regression without these 

two variables.  This also ensures that there are at least 100 observations that Stata can use to 

calculate the results. Results are shown in table 9.2 below.  

 

Table 9.2 Regression Results (without variables interest rates and unemployment rates)  
 
Dependent Variable: ln Consumption  
 
Independent  
Variables  
 

 
Coefficients  
 

 
Standard Errors  

 
P-value  

 
Ln Household Debt ( b1 ) 
(% of Disposable Income)   
 

 
-0.1113 

 
0.1311 

 
0.397 
 
 

Ln Real Net Disposable Income 
( b2 ) 
 

0.1536 0.0521 0.004 

Ln Household Real & Financial 
Wealth ( b3 ) 
(% of Disposable Income) 
 

0.2706 0.0984 0.007 

Constant ( a )  
 
Time dummy Spring d1  
 
Time dummy Summer d2 
 
Time dummy Autumn d3 

0.0882 
 
-0.1344  
 
-0.0649    
 
-0.1046    

0.0043  
 
0.0062  
 
0.0092 
 
0.0089 

0.000 
 
0.000 
 
0.000 
 
0.000 

 
Observations  
R-squared   
F-statistics: F(6,131) 
Prob > F 
 

 
138 
0.8511 
124.75 
0.0000 
 

  

Note: The variables in this regression model are measured in first differences. The 
coefficients of variables which are statistically significant in this model are bolded.  
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Displayed in table 9.1 above are the regression results without independent variables, interest 

rates and unemployment rates. The relation of every independent variable to the dependent 

variable is marked with a coefficient. They are significant at the 5 percent level and rounded 

off to 4 decimal places. The intercept for the regression line is the constant, a of value 

0.0882.  

 

In this model without interest rates and unemployment rates, a total of 138 observations are 

used in the regression, more than the previous model. The R-squared value is given to be 

0.8511, which suggests that the 85% of the dependent variable can be explained by the 

independent variables, a relatively weaker fit than the previous model. However, there are 

more observations for this model and a 85% fit is considered quite a good-fit.  

The F-test is used to check the null hypothesis, where all the coefficients of the independent 

variables are equal to zero. Given that F(6,131) = 124.75 and Prob > F = 0.0000, this suggests  

that all the independent variables do predict a statistically significant dependent variable.  

 

Among all the variables in this model, the growth rates of household real and financial wealth 

as a percentage of disposable income is seen to have the largest impact on growth of 

household consumption in Sweden. It has a coefficient of 0.27, larger than the coefficients of 

household debt and disposable income.  

 

Similar to the previous model, the growth rate of household debt to income ratio is negatively 

correlated to the growth rate of Swedish household consumption. There is a weaker 

relationship between the growths of independent variable and household debt in this 

regression model. b1 is given as -0.1113, which means every 1% rise in growth of household 

debt is associated with 0.11% fall in growth of household consumption, ceteris paribus. 

However, in this second model, the household debt variable is found to be statistically 

insignificant at the 95% confidence interval. Therefore, in this model, I fail to reject the null 

hypothesis too.  

 

On the other hand, the disposable income variable is found to be statistically significant in 

this model too, just as in the previous model, at 95% confidence level. Its p-value is found to 

be 0.004 which is smaller than 0.05. The growth rate of disposable income is positively 

related to the growth rate of consumption, where b2 is given as 0.1536. This means that, 
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taking ceteris paribus, every 1% increase in the growth rate of disposable income is 

associated with 0.15% increase in the growth rate of household consumption, in Sweden.  

 

In addition, the growth rate of household real and financial wealth also has a positive 

relationship with the growth rate of Swedish household consumption. b3 is calculated to be 

0.2706. Therefore, every 1% increase in growth rate of Swedish household wealth is 

associated with 0.27% increase in growth rate of Swedish household consumption, ceteris 

paribus. Furthermore, the household wealth variable is found to be statistically significant in 

this model, unlike in the previous. Its current p-value is given to be 0.007, which is smaller 

than 0.05, therefore the variable is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.  

 

Looking at the p-value of all variables, in this regression model, three variables have their p 

values statistically significant at 95% confidence interval. They are ln real net disposable 

income and ln household real and financial wealth (% of disposable income) and all the time 

dummy variables for each season.  

 

Time dummy variables for spring, summer and autumn are all found to be statistically 

significant at the 95% confidence level. This means that in Spring, on average, the growth of 

household consumption is 13% lower than in Summer, while the growth rate of household 

consumption in Summer is 6.5% lower than in Autumn. On average, growth rate of 

household consumption is 10% lower than in Winter.  

 

c) Comparing Results  
 

When comparing the results of both models, where one has interest rates and unemployment 

rates and the other does not, I observe that the coefficient signs of all common independent 

variables are the same in both models. Furthermore, in both models, the household debt to 

income ratio variable is found to be both statistically insignificant at 5% level in both result 

models. Therefore, I fail to reject the null hypothesis. This could mean that in the Swedish 

context, there is a possibility that household debt to income ratio has no impact on household 

consumption. However, based on previous literature, household debt has risks and can affect 

consumption. It has been proven in other nations too, especially in the United States context. 

The  
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This suggests that there might be other factors that contribute to the rising household debt in 

Sweden, which will then affect consumption. Factors such as housing prices and a lagged 

debt variable could be added for analysis. Another possibility is to use another measure of 

indebtedness in the model. As mentioned earlier in the paper, there are several ways to 

measure indebtedness. One way is to measure it as a ratio to income, while another is to 

measure it as a ratio to real assets or to real assets, excluding pensions (Svensson 2014). I 

suggest that if data for other measurements of Swedish indebtedness is available, using these 

different measurements can contribute to analyzing the relationship of Swedish household 

debts and consumption.  

 

One difference is that the growth rate of household real and financial wealth is found 

statistically significant in the second model than the first. Additionally, growth rate of 

household wealth has a higher coefficient while growth rate of household debt is lower in the 

second model than the first. The coefficient value of the growth rate of disposable income is 

relatively similar in both models. It is safe to say that disposable income is definitely a 

statistically significant variable of consumption in Sweden, as seen in both the models.  
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10) Conclusion  
To sum up, in this paper, I have analyzed the relationship between household debt to income 

ratio and consumption in the Swedish economy. Other more prominent variables which may 

contribute are also included in the model, such as household wealth and disposable income. 

Based on the results retrieved, I can conclude that household debt as a ratio to disposable 

income is found statistically insignificant in this model. I am unable to reject the possibility 

that household debt to income ratio has no impact on consumption in Sweden.  

 

Despite saying that, it is still crucial to look into the rising household debt situation in 

Sweden as it can lead to devastating macroeconomic implications and financial risks. The 

household sector will be more vulnerable to interest rates shocks and consumption spending 

will be more sensitive to changes in expected income. Furthermore, lessons from other 

nations have shown that rising household debts have detrimental effects on the economy.  

 

Lastly, deeper research into this topic could be done, perhaps with the use of extensive micro 

data. This paper has provided a general overview to the relationship between household debt 

to income ratio and household consumption, using the general macro data available. I would 

suggest that other variables which are specific to Sweden, such as rising house prices, ratio of 

housing wealth to non-property income, ratio of illiquid financial assets to non-property 

income and ratio of liquid assets minus debt to non-property income can be added for a more 

in-depth analysis on this topic. A more conclusive data of the interest rates in Sweden will 

definitely help a lot in contributing to the results. Since debt has the possibility of being 

endogenous, endogeneity tests can be run while regressing, in order to ensure that the results 

get would be as accurate as possible and not misled by other correlations among variables.   
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